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Government travel restrictions lead to
gloomy winter prognosis for air travel
Analysis of the latest European flight data from Eurocontrol (up
to and including Saturday 10 October) shows that the weekly
moving average for the number of flights in European airspace
is now down 56% compared with the same period in 2019. In
other words, flights are at 44% of the level they were last year.
A month ago on 10 September this figure stood at 47.4% and
on 10 August it was 48.5%. This declining trend is not what was
forecast earlier in the summer.
(U)LCCs make major cuts in October
Countries all across Europe have been introducing many more
travel restrictions for international travellers while rescinding
only a few. With demand for air travel reportedly falling
significantly in many markets, airlines have had no choice but
to respond by cutting frequencies on existing routes, and
dropping routes that they were previously operating.
This has been particularly noticeable during the last week with
regard to Europe’s biggest (U)LCC carriers, including easyJet,
Ryanair and Wizz Air. All of these carriers are now operating a
smaller proportion of their flights than they were a week
earlier. In fact, a look at all of Europe’s major (U)LCCs (shown in
red on the graph below) shows that they are operating a lower
proportion of their flights (compared with last year) than they
were a week ago. These carriers rely more on discretionary
leisure traffic than their flag-carrying rivals.
Ryanair and Wizz Air still at over 40% of 2019 flights
Despite that Ryanair And Wizz Air are still operating at over
40% of their capacity from last yea. However, easyJet is now
down at just 25% and has indicated that this level is likely to
remain for the next few months. Vueling is at 32% of last year’s
flights, Eurowings at 27% and Norwegian at just 22%.
British Airways resumes many routes in early October
Given the ever-growing list of countries on the UK’s travel
quarantine list, it may come as a surprise to discover that

British Airways chose early October as the time to resume a
significant number of short- and long-haul routes from London
LHR. As a result they were the only major carrier to significantly
improve on the share of flights operated (compared with last
year) during the last week, reaching almost 40%.
Among Europe’s flag-carriers this is still well behind KLM (57%),
Turkish Airlines (48%) and Air France (47%), but well ahead of
SAS (35%), Lufthansa (31%) and Iberia (28%). The airlines still
struggling to reach 25% of last year’s flights include Finnair
(21%), Aer Lingus (18%) and Brussels Airlines (15%).
Load factors falling rather than increasing
Among those airlines that have reported passenger figures for
September there is a worrying trend. Load factors have fallen
compared with August at Norwegian, Ryanair, SAS, Turkish
Airlines and Wizz Air. A closer look at some of Europe’s leading
airlines now follows:
British Airways (BA): During October the UK flag-carrier airline
intends to resume service on over 30 routes according to
Cirium Data and Analytics schedule information. This includes
at least daily service on short-haul European routes including
Bilbao, Bologna, Brussels, Dublin, Düsseldorf, Seville and
Valencia, as well as long-haul services to Atlanta, Buenos Aires,
Cape Town, Houston, Johannesburg, Kuala Lumpur, Mexico
City, Montreal, Philadelphia and Tokyo HND. This helps explains
why BA has shown the biggest improvements in its flights of
any major European airline during the first week of October.
However, the airline will not be resuming short-haul flights
from London LGW until at least S21. Its parent company IAG
will be publishing its Q3 (July to September) traffic and capacity
figures on 30 October.
easyJet: The UK-based carrier has announced that it will be
closing two Italian bases (Naples and Venice VCE) for at least
part of the winter season but will be opening seasonal bases at
Faro in Portugal and Malaga in Spain in S21. This follows the
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decision to close three UK bases for this winter; London
SEN, London STN and Newcastle. The airline has
indicated that it expects winter capacity to be around
25% of last winter’s capacity.
Norwegian: September traffic was 319,370 passengers
(down 90%) at 52.8% load factor. This compared with
August traffic of 313,316 passengers (down 91%) at load
factor of 62.1%. Will soon face competition from Wizz
Air on three key domestic routes in Norway.
Pegasus Airlines: August traffic was 1.66m passengers
(down 45%) at load factor of 77.6%. Domestic traffic was
down 17% (load factor of 82.0%) while international
traffic was down 70% (load factor of 68.6%).
Ryanair: Traffic in September was 5.1m passengers
(down 64%) at 71% load factor. This compares with
August traffic of 7.0m passengers (down 53%) at 73%
load factor. The carrier is threatening to close its Irish
bases in Cork and Shannon this winter but is expanding
its Italian domestic offering from Naples and Turin.
SAS: September traffic was 614,000 (down 79%) at load
factor of 37.7%. This compares with August traffic of
717,000 (down 74%) at load factor of 48.0%.
Turkish Airlines: September traffic was 2.383 million
passengers (down 65%) at 68.9% load factor.
International traffic was down 74% while domestic traffic
was down 50%. This compares with August traffic of 2.63
million passengers (down 65%) at 67.6% load factor.
Wizz Air: Has opened Italian bases at Catania and Milan
MXP and launched its first domestic flights in Italy. Will
open base at Oslo in November with three domestic
routes. September traffic was 1.568m passengers (down
58.1%) at 64.6% load factor. This compares with August
traffic of 2.381m passengers (down 41.0%) at a load
factor 70.9%.
29 new European services launched in last month
During the last four weeks since The ANKER Report was
last published, we have identified 29 new airline services
involving European airports. Of these, 20 are domestic
routes with seven in the UK, six in Italy, three in Russia
and two each in France and Spain. There has even been a
new long-haul route to Brazil with TAP Portugal. See
pages 4-5 of this issue for more information on these
routes.
Domestic versus international recovery in Europe
Domestic air travel has recovered faster than
international traffic in a number of European markets. In
particular Russian domestic air travel was almost at 2019
levels in August (see graph on page 6), thanks to locals
taking their summer holidays at resort destinations
within Russia on the Baltic Sea, Black Sea and Caspian
Sea.
A comparison with some other major world travel
markets for which reliable passenger data is available
(Australia, China, India and the US), shows that Europe
leads the way for international air travel recovery.
However, this is relative , as Turkey’s international traffic
in August was just 27% of the figure from August 2019.
France (26%), Germany (25%), Italy (24%), the UK (21%)
and Spain (19%) are all not too far behind. While August
data has yet to be published for China and the US, their
July figures of just over 2% and 10% respectively suggest
international recovery in the world’s two biggest air
travel markets will be slower than in Europe. Australia’s
international recovery is likely to be slower still.
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Russia and Moscow lead the way in August
A look at passenger data for individual airports in Europe
and European country markets shows significant
variation in recovery rates. Thanks to the domestic
holiday market in Russia, Moscow had the two busiest
airports in Europe in August, while Russian airports filled
four of the top 15 places for demand in August.
Greece and Turkey, two popular summer sun
destinations for northern Europeans ranked second and
third in August before some travel restrictions kicked in,
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notably from the UK. At the other end of the rankings,
three countries (Slovenia, Finland and Ireland) failed to
reach 15% of the passenger demand from August 2019.
Among the 17 airports handling more than one million
passengers in August, five were in Russia (shown in
green), three were in Turkey (shown in red), three were
in Spain (shown in orange) and two were in France
(shown in blue). Europe’s busiest airport in 2019, London
LHR, ranked only 11th in August behind Europe’s other
major hubs of Paris CDG (3rd), Istanbul IST (4th),
Amsterdam (5th) and Frankfurt (9th).
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Wizz Air enters Italian domestic market with Catania and Milan MXP
bases; will put pressure on Alitalia, easyJet, Ryanair and Volotea
The Italian domestic air travel market welcomed a new
entrant at the beginning of October when Wizz Air began
its first domestic flights in the country, initially linking
Milan MXP with the Sicilian destinations of Catania and
Palermo from 1 October. Both routes will be served with
2-daily flights and will face competition from incumbents
easyJet and Ryanair. A week later, on 8 October, Wizz Air
began three more daily services from Catania (to
Bologna, Rome FCO and Venice VCE) as well as
connecting Milan MXP to Bari.
Almost 65 million passenger movements in 2019
Last year saw Italian airports process a record 64.4
million domestic passenger movements, an increase of
less than 1% on the 2018 figure. The market grew by
almost 50% from 43.4 million in 2001 to 63.4 million in
2011. However, traffic fell in both 2012 and 2013 before
recovering in subsequent years.
Back in 2000 domestic passengers accounted for 49% of
all passenger movements at Italian airports, but this has
gradually fallen as international traffic became the main
driver of traffic growth. Last year domestic demand
represented just 33% of total Italian airport traffic.
Rome FCO is leading domestic airport
Last year, 18 Italian airports handled at least one million
domestic passengers. By far the busiest airport for
domestic traffic was Rome FCO, with just over 11 million
passengers. Catania was second with 6.4 million
passengers, ahead of Milan MXP, Palermo, Milan BGY
and Naples. Cagliari, on the island of Sardinia, ranked
seventh, while Milan LIN was only eighth. Linate was
hampered last year by having its runway shut for three
months for maintenance, giving Malpensa a boost.
Apart from Malpensa, the only airport to report doubledigit domestic growth last year, among the top 18
airports, was Verona.
Alitalia still bigger than Ryanair (just!)
Analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics schedules for 2019
reveals that the airlines offering the most domestic seats
in Italy were Alitalia (16.38 million seats), Ryanair
(12.40m), easyJet (3.96m), Volotea (2.66m) and Air Italy
(2.54m). Sadly, Air Italy ceased operations earlier this
year. It joined a number of other notable casualties in
the Italian domestic market during the last 20 years
which includes Air One (which was absorbed by Alitalia),
Volareweb and WindJet.
While Alitalia was significantly bigger than Ryanair for
domestic seats across all of 2019, schedule data for
September 2020 shows that it is now much closer. The
flag-carrier offered 724,000 domestic seats in September
while Ryanair offered 700,000. Volotea was up to third
with 356,000 seats, now ahead of easyJet’s 317,000.
Blue Air is now fifth thanks to its domestic network from
Turin, from where it offers seven domestic routes,
having added Bari and Cagliari at the beginning of
September.
Wizz Air will put pressure on several carriers
Alitalia remains the dominant carrier on six of the top
eight domestic routes, the exceptions being routes
involving Milan MXP, from which it has basically
withdrawn all services this summer. A total of 14
domestic routes are currently served with more than 21
weekly flights.
Wizz Air’s decision to enter four of these top 14 markets
will not only put further pressure on Alitalia as it evolves
into its next iteration, but also on easyJet and Ryanair.
The Venice-Catania route will be particularly interesting
to study as Wizz Air will compete with easyJet, Ryanair
and Volotea.
While easyJet plans to temporarily close its bases in
Naples and Venice VCE, Ryanair has announced plans to
expand its domestic network from Naples and Turin.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes (12 Sep to 9 Oct)
Aer Lingus (IATA code EI) has further expanded its
domestic network from Belfast BHD with the addition of
four more routes to the UK mainland. Having launched
flights to Edinburgh and Exeter at the end of August, the
carrier added 2-daily flights to Birmingham and
Manchester on 14 September, followed by 11-weekly
flights to East Midlands and Leeds Bradford on 1
October. All new services will be operated by Stobart Air
using its ATR 72s. All four routes were previously flown
by Flybe before that carrier’s collapse back in early
March. In addition, Aer Lingus continues to operate up
to 3-daily flights from Belfast BHD to London LHR using
its own A320s. British Airways also serves London LHR
as well as London LCY from Belfast BHD, while Loganair
has taken on routes to Aberdeen, Dundee, Glasgow and
Inverness. Finally, Eastern Airways offers service to
Southampton and Teesside.
Amelia International (IATA code NL) has replaced HOP!
on the route between Clermont-Ferrand and Paris ORY.
Using an ATR 72-600, the French regional carrier planned
to operate the route 11-weekly from 14 September.
However, the airport has confirmed that the route is
currently being flown 2-weekly (Tuesdays and
Thursdays) with the airline’s ERJ-145s. Last summer Air
France’s regional brand operated up to 4-daily flights
between the two airports. Amelia International is part
of Regourd Aviation and also operates a number of
smaller aircraft including an ATR 42, Embraer ERJ-135s
and ERJ-145s. The ATRs now appear to have been
allocated to operating flights on behalf of Air France
from Paris ORY to Aurillac instead.

Binter Canarias (IATA code NT) has been expanding its
services to the Spanish mainland thanks to the three 132
-seat Embraer E195E2s it acquired at the end of last year
to replace some CRJ-1000s. On Friday 2 October, the
carrier began 2-weekly (Friday and Sunday) service
between Gran Canaria and Asturias (competing with
Vueling’s weekly service), as well as 2-weekly (Monday
and Friday) service between Tenerife TFN and Jerez.
Back in July, Binter Canarias had launched weekly flights
using its new jets from Gran Canaria to both Santander
and Vitoria, as well as from Tenerife TFN to Santander,
Vitoria and Zaragoza.
Blue Air (IATA code 0B) on 9 October began 5-weekly
service between Bucharest and Amsterdam, increasing
to daily from 1 November. The 1,800-kilometre route is
already served by KLM (14-weekly) and TAROM (6weekly). Blue Air will use its 737-800s on the new route.
Eastern Airways (IATA code T3) introduced 6-weekly
flights between Teesside and London LHR on 14
September using its Embraer E170s, at least initially. The
340-kilometre route is now served by the airline’s Saab
2000 according to Flightradar24.com and was last served
by British Midland in 2009. Back in July, Eastern Airways

had begun connecting Teesside with London LCY, but
this route was suspended in early September. The
regional carrier has also launched flights this summer
from Teesside to Aberdeen, Belfast BHD, Newquay and
Southampton.
Loganair (IATA code LM) has been busy this summer
launching UK domestic services on many routes
previously served by Flybe (see Issue 60 of The ANKER
Report for more details). One of these routes was
Newcastle to Exeter, which was scheduled to operate 6weekly from 14 September. It is currently operating 2weekly on Mondays and Fridays using the airline’s ERJ135s. Flybe operated the route 6-weekly last year but
with bigger Q400s. Loganair has also introduced a new
route between Dundee and Belfast BHD on 18
September. This 270-kilometre route will be flown 2weekly using ATR 42-500s. The two airports were last
connected in November 2012 by Flybe. The Scottish
airport’s only other scheduled service at present is an 11
-weekly service to London LCY, also operated by
Loganair, which replaces its own Dundee to London STN
route.
Nordwind Airlines (IATA code N4) on 1 October joined
Aeroflot in connecting Moscow SVO with Istanbul IST.
The daily service on the 1,750-kilometre route will use a
mix of the airline’s 737-800s and A321s. Passengers
wanting to travel between the Russian capital and
Istanbul also have a choice of Pobeda (daily between
Moscow VKO and Istanbul SAW), Pegasus Airlines (daily
between Moscow DME and Istanbul SAW) and Turkish
Airlines (4-daily between Moscow VKO and Istanbul
IST).
Pegasus Airlines (IATA code PC) added Pakistan to its
network on 25 September when the Turkish LCC began 4
-weekly service from Istanbul SAW to Karachi. The 3,920
-kilometre route will be flown using the airline’s 737800s. The carrier faces no direct competition, but
Turkish Airlines currently offers a daily service from
Istanbul IST to Karachi. No other European airports are
currently connected with direct flights to Karachi. The
national carrier also serves Islamabad and Lahore from
Istanbul’s busiest airport, while PIA also offers daily
flights to Lahore.

Pobeda (IATA code DP) continues to grow its Russian
domestic network. On 22 September the carrier added 3
-weekly flights from St. Petersburg to Yaroslavl (IATA
code IAR) using its 737-800s. This was followed on 2
October by a new route from its main Moscow VKO base
to Kurgan (IATA code KRO) which will operate 4-weekly.
The latter, 1,760-kilometre route is already served daily
by Utair. Yaroslavl lies around 250 kilometres north-east
of Moscow and its old town is a UNESCO World Heritage
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site since 2005. The city has a population of almost
600,000. The airport serving the city is modest, but has
reported traffic growth of 41% in the first nine months of
2020, with demand rising from 29,024 passengers in
2019 to 40,879 in 2020. Kurgan is in the southern part of
Ural Federal District, not far from the border with
Kazakhstan. It has a population of around 330,000 and in
2018 the airport handled 88,000 passengers. Aviation
enthusiasts may be interested to know that the Kurgan
Aviation Museum is located right next to the airport.
SkyUp Airlines (IATA code PQ) of Ukraine has begun two
more routes from its main base at Kiev KBP. On 25
September the carrier started 3-weekly service to
Istanbul IST, competing directly with both Turkish
Airlines and Ukraine International Airlines. The
following day SkyUp started 5-weekly operations to
Dubai. The 3,480-kilometre sector is already flown by
flydubai and Ukraine International Airlines.

SunExpress (IATA code XQ) began a weekly service
connecting Antalya with Bremen on Sunday 4 October.
The 2,480-kilometre route is also served with 3-weekly
flights by Corendon Airlines. SunExpress also serves
Izmir from Bremen with a weekly service.
TAP Portugal (IATA code TP) bravely launched a new
long-haul route from Lisbon on 2 October. The new
destination is Maceio (IATA code MCZ) in north-east
Brazil which will be served 2-weekly (Fridays and
Sundays) by the airline’s A321neos. This becomes the
airline’s eighth destination to Brazil this autumn as it also
serves Belo Horizonte, Brasilia, Fortaleza, Rio de
Janeiro, Recife, Salvador and Sao Paulo. It is also set to
resume service to Belem, Natal and Porto Alegre before
the end of the year. According to Cirium Data and
Analytics schedules the last non-stop flights between
Europe and Maceio were operated from Milan MXP by
Air Italy in March 2011. Maceio’s airport is also known
as Zumbi dos Palmares International Airport and is
operated by Spain’s Aena. In 2019 it handled 2.13m
passengers.
Twinjet (IATA code T7) a small French regional carrier
with a fleet of 12 19-seat Beech 1900s has taken over
the regional service between Metz-Nancy and Lyon,
which was previously operated by Air France. It began
service on 14 September and appears to be offering nonstop service on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Last
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October HOP! was operating the route 16-weekly on
behalf of Air France. Twinjet also operates flights from
Metz-Nancy to Marseille and Toulouse, while from Lyon
it also offers flights to Stuttgart and Zurich, though these
international flights are currently only bookable from
mid-January 2021.
Windrose Airlines (IATA code 7W) of Ukraine on 4
October became the first carrier in recent history to offer
direct service between the capitals of Ukraine and
Croatia. Using an ERJ-145 on the 1,220-kilometres route,
the airline will operate 2-weekly on Wednesdays and
Sundays between Kiev KBP and Zagreb. However, the
inaugural flight saw the airline allocate one of its ATR 72600s to the route. Windrose Airlines already links Kiev
KBP with the Croatian coastal cities of Pula and Split.

Wizz Air (IATA code W6) has launched domestic flights in
Italy. On 1 October the ULCC began connecting its new
base at Milan MXP to Catania and Palermo with daily
flights. The 1,050-kilometre route to Catania in Sicily is
now being flown 3-daily and faces direct competition
from Ryanair (24-weekly) and easyJet (21-weekly). Wizz
Air is operating the 900-kilometre Palermo route 2-daily
with direct competition again from Ryanair (17-weekly)
and easyJet (16-weekly). On 8 October, Bari was added
to the Malpensa network. This is operated daily and yet
again faces direct competition from Ryanair (9-weekly)
and easyJet (10-weekly). All three of these routes were
served by Alitalia last October, but not this year, as the
flag-carrier has withdrawn almost all flights from
Malpensa. The same day saw three more domestic
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routes added from Catania to Bologna, Rome FCO and
Venice VCE. The Bologna route is served 2-daily with
competition from Ryanair and Tayaranjet. The Rome
FCO route will be served 3-daily with competition from
Alitalia and Ryanair, while the Venice VCE route is
served daily, with competition from easyJet, Ryanair and
Volotea. This may be the first route on which these four
(U)LCCs all compete head-to-head. For more details of
the Italian domestic market see page 3 of this issue of
The ANKER Report. In addition, a new international
route was launched from Milan MXP to Alexandria HBE
in Egypt. This route operates weekly from 17 September,
increasing to 2-weekly in mid-December and then 3weekly from April 2021.

operating 2-weekly (on Fridays and Sundays) using its
737s while Pobeda (28-weekly) and Utair (14-weekly)
have much higher frequencies according to Cirium Data
and Analytics. In addition, Aeroflot serves Makhachkala
from Moscow SVO, while Nordstar Airlines, Red Wing
Airlines, Regional Airlines and S7 Airlines all offer
further alternatives from Moscow DME.

Yakutia (IATA code R3) on 20 September joined Pobeda
and Utair in offering direct flights between Moscow VKO
and Makhachkala on the Caspian Sea. Yakutia is only
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Russian leisure demand drives strong domestic recovery in August
In many major air travel markets, there is clear evidence
that domestic traffic is recovering more quickly than
international traffic. Most countries have not imposed
Covid related restrictions on domestic air travel, with
Australia being a notable exception.
While it has been widely reported that China’s domestic
capacity has rebounded strongly, passenger numbers
have not rebounded quite as strongly. In July, passenger
demand in China was at 74% of the figure from July
2019, while capacity was at 94% according to Cirium
Data and Analytics figures.
Russia leads way for domestic recovery
Looking at the latest available passenger (not capacity)
data, one country leads the way for domestic recovery,
Russia. Analysis of traffic data from Moscow’s three main
airports reveals that domestic demand from the capital
in August was down just 3% compared with last August.
In comparison, international traffic from Moscow’s
airports was down 88%.
A closer look at individual airport traffic figures for
August reveals more clearly the reason for this robust
performance. Four of the top 15 airports in Russia in
August showed actual growth compared with August
2019. Two of these (Sochi/Adler and Anapa) are cities on
the Black Sea coast, Kaliningrad is located by the Baltic
Sea, while Makhachkala is on the west coast of the
Caspian Sea. In other words, a lot of Russians have
decided to take ‘staycations’ at beaches in their own
country.
Sochi, which was the location for the Winter Olympics of
2014, benefitted from a lot of tourism and infrastructure
investment. It also recently hosted its seventh Russian
Formula 1 Grand Prix (with spectators). The airport
serving the resort area saw traffic climb by 36% in
August. Even faster growth was reported at Anapa (IATA
code AAQ), a town 350 kilometres north-west of Sochi,
also on the Black Sea.
Kaliningrad is the main city in a semi-exclave of Russia,
wedged between Lithuania to the north and Poland to
the south. To get to Russia by land requires crossing
through at least two other countries. It has previously
been part of both Germany and Poland. Passenger
numbers there were up 40% compared with August
2019.
S7 transported more passengers than Aeroflot
According to government sources, Russia’s airlines
served 9.15 million passengers in August, down 36.6%
compared with August 2019. However, RPKs decreased
by almost 48% as result of the massive reduction in longhaul international flights. S7 Airlines was the busiest in
Russia carrying 1.6 million passengers (+6%) ahead of
Aeroflot (1.46m, -60%), Pobeda (1.2m, +17%), Rossiya
(1.03m, -32%) and Ural Airlines (934k, -15%).

British Airways bids fond farewell to the last of its Boeing 747 fleet
At 07:47 on Thursday 8 October, at a wet and windy
London LHR, the last two of British Airways’ (BA) 747400s were pushed back from outside their hangars and
prepared for their final ever flights. At just after 08:30
the two aircraft took to the skies, one after the other
and headed for their final resting places; one at Kemble
in Gloucestershire and one at St. Athan in south Wales,
just a few miles west of Cardiff Airport.
Over 50 747s operated by BA 15 years ago
Between 2003 and 2006 British Airways operated 57
747s making it the world’s largest operator of the type.
According to planespotters.net the airline operated 101
of the type over the last 40-plus years; 19 -100s, 25 200s and 57 -400s.
JFK is top route for 747 flights
Since 2004, BA has operated 747s on over 40 routes
from Heathrow, with destinations in the US (shown in
blue) the most popular, and New York JFK well ahead of
all other destinations. Of the top 15 routes by flights
since 2004, nine were still served this year by the
airline’s 747 fleet, with six of the eight US destinations
still regularly featuring the type.
Among non-US destinations, BA’s jumbo jets were most
regularly seen on its routes to South Africa (both Cape
Town and Johannesburg), Hong Kong and Vancouver.
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Palma de Mallorca almost reached 30 million passengers in 2019;
Ryanair now clear #1 from Eurowings; Russian market grows 50%
The island of Mallorca (also Majorca) is the largest in the
Balearic Islands off the east coast of Spain. An extremely
popular tourist destination, especially with Germans, the
airport serving the island handled a record 29.7 million
passengers in 2019, making it Spain’s third busiest
airport after Madrid (61.7 million) and Barcelona (52.7
million).
Ryanair has replaced airberlin as leading carrier
For many years airberlin (along with its partner and later
subsidiary niki) was the leading airline at the airport. Not
only did the airline offer services from many German
airports but it also offered domestic flights to airports in
mainland Spain.
As airberlin’s fortunes waned, Ryanair was gradually
building up a major base at the airport. According to
Aena statistics, Ryanair became the second biggest
airline in Palma in 2011 (overtaking Air Europa) and
became the leading carrier in 2017, a position it has held
ever since.
Last year, Ryanair served Palma from 59 airports across
Europe. It added new routes from Alicante, Budapest,
London SEN, Milan MXP, Murcia RMU, Prague and
Vitoria, but dropped routes from Santander, Strasbourg,
Stuttgart and Zaragoza. In addition, Ryanair subsidiary
Lauda offered a further 13 routes to Palma, 11 from
German airports as well as Salzburg and Vienna
Eurowings now #2 carrier
Lufthansa’s in-house LCC Eurowings has taken on many
of the former airberlin services, and in 2018 and 2019
was Palma’s second biggest carrier by seat capacity. Last
year it offered flights from 22 airports, including four in
Austria and two in Switzerland. Lufthansa itself also
offers regular flights from its hubs in Frankfurt and
Munich.
Vueling and easyJet, which both operate bases in Palma,
are the third and fourth busiest carriers at the airport in
2018 and 2019. Vueling is busier than easyJet during the
winter months, but the Luton-headquartered carrier is
busier during the peak summer months.
Vueling offered flights to 30 destinations in 2019, the
same number as in 2018. However, it dropped service to
Vienna but started flights to Paris CDG. easyJet offered
flights to 25 airports, one fewer than in 2018 as it
dropped its Hamburg connection.
Air Europa has HQ in Palma
Air Europa, now the airport’s fifth busiest airline with
2.14 million passengers in 2019, has its corporate
headquarters on the island. Last year it operated at least
50 flights to 12 destinations, 11 in Spain plus Paris ORY.
New airlines in 2019 included Aeroflot (from Moscow
SVO) and SkyUp Airlines (from Kiev KBP). The arrival of
Aeroflot helped increase Russian passenger numbers by
48%, propelling the country into the top 15.
Scandinavian decline
Last year saw both Norwegian and SAS cut capacity on
flights to Palma. Both carriers saw demand drop by over
20% and, not surprisingly, passenger demand from
Denmark (down 20%), Norway (down 22%) and Sweden
(down 18%) fell.
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While passenger numbers overall grew by a modest
2.2% last year, some country markets grew much faster.
Apart from Russia (+48%), Ireland (+16%), Italy (+11%),
Austria (+9%) and Spain (+7%) performed above average
among the top 15 countries.
The leading routes in 2019 were Barcelona (2.17m
passengers), Madrid (1.99m), Düsseldorf (1.57m),
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Frankfurt (1.14m) and Berlin TXL (905k). The busiest nonGerman and non-Spanish routes were Manchester,
London LGW and Vienna.
According to Cirium Data and Analytics, new destinations
added in 2019 included Caen (with Volotea), Debrecen
(with Wizz Air), Maastricht, Moscow VKO, Moscow SVO,
Murcia RMU, Poznan, Vitoria and Warsaw WAW.
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Ajaccio is busiest
in Corsica; traffic recovering well in 2020
The French island of Corsica is served by four airports; Ajaccio
(1.61 million passengers in 2019), Bastia (1.56m), Calvi (337k)
and Figari (749k). Ajaccio, on the island’s west coast, was the
busiest of the four airports in 2019. Between 1999 and 2006
annual passenger numbers hovered around the one million
mark. Since 2006 there has been steady growth and in 2018
and 2019 the airport handled over 1.6 million passengers.
The share of international traffic has risen from just 4% in
2011 to 12% in the last three years. The two busiest
international services are operated by easyJet to Basel
(launched in June 2010) and Geneva (launched in June 2008).
Other carriers offering international connections in 2019 were
Air Corsica, Alitalia, Brussels Airlines, Luxair, Norwegian,
SWISS and TUI fly Belgium.
Air Corsica accounts for over half of all domestic capacity, and
the local carrier served seven destinations in mainland France
in 2019. Volotea has around 21% of domestic capacity but
serves nine destinations in mainland France. Air France
(including HOP!) had a further 13%, while easyJet had 10%.
Seasonality is a major factor at the airport. Between
December and February passenger numbers are below 60,000
per month, while last August saw over 260,000 passengers
pass through the airport.
Impressively, passenger numbers in July 2020 were only down
25% compared with 2019, while August was likely to have
been even better for the airport.

Bari growth since 2011 driven by massive international expansion
The capital of the Apulia region of Italy (known as Puglia in
Italian), Bari is the second most important economic city in
mainland southern Italy after Naples. It is also a major port.
The airport serving the city is named after Pope John Paul II
(Karol Wojtyla) who was Pope from 1978 to 2005.
The airport has grown rapidly since 2001 with passenger
numbers increasing from just over one million that year, to
just over 5.5 million in 2019. International traffic, which was
virtually non-existent in 2001, now represents over 45% of
total traffic, equivalent to 2.5 million annual passengers.
Ryanair is the leading carrier at the airport, accounting for
over 40% of seats and offering 29 routes last summer. The
carrier first served Bari in 2004 from London STN, followed by
Hahn in 2006 and Milan BGY in 2007. In early 2010 it made
the airport a designated base.
The next biggest carriers at the airport in 2019 were Alitalia
(serving Rome FCO, Milan LIN and Milan MXP), Wizz Air
(which offered flights to 13 Central European airports plus
London LTN) and Volotea. The latter began serving Bari in
2012 and last year flew to 19 destinations.
Some 14 new routes were launched in 2019, including six by
Ryanair and two each by easyJet and Wizz Air. Since June, 10
new routes have launched including five by Wizz Air, plus Air
Dolomiti to Florence, BA to Heathrow, Blue Air to Turin,
Ryanair to Vienna and Transavia to Paris ORY.

Stockholm Bromma struggles after main carrier ceased operating
Not for the first time in recent years, the future of
Stockholm’s ‘downtown’ airport at Bromma is under threat,
as a result of the drop in Swedish air traffic following the
emergence of Covid-19. Located just eight kilometres from
the city centre, Stockholm BMA was the Swedish capital’s
main airport until the early 60s when Stockholm ARN opened.
Last year it was still Sweden’s third busiest airport after
Arlanda and Gothenburg with 2.35 million passengers.
In recent years the dominant carrier has been BRA Braathens
Regional Airlines. Last year it offered daily flights to 14
domestic destinations, operated mostly by ATR 72s. Sadly, the
carrier ceased all operations in early April. Since the
resumption of operation other Swedish carriers have stepped
in to replace some of the services.
Air Leap now serves Angelholm, Gothenburg, Halmstad,
Malmö, Ronneby and Visby, while Amapola Flyg also serves
Malmö and Visby.
The airport had a couple of international services last year
with Brussels Airlines serving Brussels and Finnair serving
Helsinki. Both of these routes had multiple daily flights. Only
the Brussels route has resumed this summer, with frequency
currently reduced to just 4-weekly.
On a purely personal note, I once experienced a partial eclipse
while visiting the airport and my son’s initials are the IATA
code for the airport.
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Heathrow’s domestic network expanding again; once comprised 18
routes which fell to seven but is back up to 10 as Teesside link returns
In 1996, Atlanta hosted the summer Olympics, Bill
Clinton began a second term as US president, Germany
won Euro 96 (football) in England, the Nintendo 64 was
released, The Spice Girls took the music world by storm
and Independence Day was the year’s biggest grossing
movie. It was also the year when London LHR handled
the most domestic passengers in its history, just under
7.5 million.
Domestic traffic now just 6% of Heathrow total
Despite the airport growing its total passenger
throughput by over 40%, from 55.7 million in 1996 to
80.9 million in 2019, domestic passenger numbers at
Heathrow have been below five million for each of the
last four years. During that period, domestic traffic’s
share of the total at Heathrow fell from over 13% to just
6%. During the late 80s, it had been around 18% of the
total.
Domestic routes fallen from 18 in 1989 to seven in 2013
The number of domestic routes has also fallen
significantly. Back in 1989 there were 18 routes with at
least 20,000 annual passengers; Aberdeen, Belfast BFS,
Birmingham, Durham Tees Valley (now Teesside), East
Midlands, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Guernsey, Humberside,
Inverness, Isle Of Man, Jersey, Leeds Bradford, Liverpool,
Manchester, Newcastle, Newquay and Plymouth.
During the period 2013 to 2015 this had fallen to just
seven domestic routes from Heathrow; Aberdeen,
Belfast BHD, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds Bradford,
Manchester and Newcastle. In 2016, British Airways
resumed a daily service to Inverness after a gap of eight
years.
Three new domestic routes in 2019
At the start of the S19 season on 31 March, Flybe
launched service from Heathrow to Guernsey (daily
using Q400s) and to Newquay (4-daily using Q400s). The
latter was operated as a Public Service Obligation (PSO)
route and had been transferred from Gatwick. Three
weeks later, on 21 April, Flybe also added daily service to
the Isle Of Man using its Q400s.
BA and Eastern Airways add routes in 2020
This year has seen British Airways begin 2-daily service to
Jersey in July (one of many routes it has shifted from
Gatwick to Heathrow), while the end of July saw the UK
flag-carrier begin service to Newquay. Flybe had ceased
all operations at the beginning of March.
More recently, on 14 September, Eastern Airways began
5-weekly service from Teesside using its E170s. This is
the smallest aircraft currently operating at Heathrow
according to Cirium Data and Analytics schedule
information. The 345-kilometre Teesside route was last
operated at Heathrow in 2009.
Eastern Airways is also the only non-IAG carrier
operating domestic flights at Heathrow. British Airways
is currently flying to Aberdeen (13-weekly), Belfast BHD
(9-weekly), Edinburgh (18-weekly), Glasgow (21-weekly),
Inverness (4-weekly), Jersey (19-weekly), Manchester
(13-weekly), Newcastle (5-weekly) and Newquay (5weekly). In addition, Aer Lingus also serves Belfast BHD
with 16-weekly flights.
Competition from British Midland and Little Red
While BA has long been the dominant carrier for
domestic services at Heathrow, bmi British Midland was
operating flights to Aberdeen, Belfast BHD, Edinburgh
and Manchester until mid-July 2012 when the airline
ceased operations.
After that, to encourage competition, the slots on these
routes were ‘ring-fenced’ and Virgin Atlantic took over
the routes (except Belfast) with its Little Red brand on 31
March 2013 using four A320s wet-leased from Aer
Lingus. After disappointing performance (it took a year
for load factors to reach 50%), it dropped the
Manchester route in March 2015 with Aberdeen and
Edinburgh finishing in September 2015.
Domestic traffic down almost 80% in August
Heathrow’s August traffic data showed that domestic
traffic was down 79.4% to 90,000. This is better than all
the long-haul markets, but not as good as EU traffic,
which was down ‘just’ 68.1%. Overall, total Heathrow
traffic was down 81.5% in August.
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